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Abstract
DNA damage analysis plays an important role in determining the approaches for treatment and prevention of various heritable
diseases. Comet assay or single-cell gel electrophoresis (SCGE) is a method recognized for studying DNA damage in a single
cell. Comet assay images were collected from PubMed by searching with the keyword “Comet Assay”. Various steps involved
in analyzing the images were removing artifacts, counting comets, labelling comets, partitioning comet into head and tail,
calculating area and intensity. Finally the percentage of DNA damage was calculated. We created a standalone tool named
“CoMat” for the detection and quantification of DNA damage by processing the comet assay images using MATLAB and
VB.Net platform. The user interface was created using VB.Net platform for uploading an image file and saving the calculated
parameters in an Excel file. The MATLAB code functions for analyzing the images were written in the MATLAB code editor
and a VB.Net extension was created by adding MATLAB function files to Classes under Build .NET Assembly in the
MATLAB environment. The created Dynamic-link library (dll) extension was then added as a reference for Visual Basic for
executing MATLAB functions through VB.Net. CoMat can process different types of image formats such as JPEG, TIFF,
BMP, and PNG. The tool removed unwanted gel artifacts and background noises efficiently. It is also capable of analyzing
both silver stained and SYBR green stained images by converting them into grayscale images. It will be able to process only if
the image is of higher resolution. The calculated area and intensity values were stored as a cell array in MATLAB which was
then exported into an Excel sheet. The results predicted by CoMat were accurate and it was an efficient standalone tool for
analyzing DNA damage in a single cell using comet assay images.
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INTRODUCTION
Cellular DNA is constantly damaged by chemical agents
such as reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS)
and other environmental factors like UV radiation. DNA
damage is associated with the etiology of many major
diseases. Specifically, oxidative DNA damage has been
involved in cardiovascular disease, neuro degenerative
diseases and ageing. The single cell gel electrophoresis
assay (also known as the Comet assay) is a sensitive
method for quantifying DNA strand breaks at the level of
the single cell [2]. The basic principle behind comet assay
is firstly, the cells are embedded in agarose and lysed,
followed by electrophoresis. Upon electrophoresis,
undamaged DNA in a supercoiled state remains intact
while damaged DNA strand breaks and are relaxed. These
damaged DNA migrate to the anode and form a comet
shaped structure, which can then be visualized using
fluorescence microscopy by staining with a DNA-binding
dye. Based on the comet size and shape, the amount of
DNA within it needs to be measured in order to assess the
level of DNA damage [3]. SCGE is used to study fields
involving DNA damage such as environmental toxicology
[4], bio-monitoring [5], radiation biology [6], nutritional
and cancer studies [7, 8]. The time required for evaluating
these images either by visual (manual) scoring or
automated software scoring is one of the major drawbacks
of comet assay.
In the current study, we have aimed to develop a standalone
tool for the quantification of damaged DNA in a single cell.
The rationale of this tool is to assess the level of DNA
damage within a single cell by processing the microscopic
image using MATLAB software.

The rationale is to implement a fully automated platform
named “CoMat” for the detection and quantification of
DNA damage by processing the comet assay images using
MATLAB and VB.Net platform.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Comet assay images were collected from PubMed Images
by searching with the keyword “Comet Assay”. Various
steps involved in analyzing the images were removing
artifacts, counting comets, labelling comets, partitioning
comet into head and tail, calculating area and intensity and
finally calculating percentage DNA damage which is
shown in figure 1.
CoMat Implementation:
The user interface was created using VB.Net platform for
uploading an image file and saving the calculated
parameters in an Excel file. The MATLAB code functions
for analyzing the images were written in the MATLAB
code editor and a VB.Net extension is created by adding
MATLAB function files to Classes under Build .NET
Assembly in the MATLAB environment. The created
Dynamic-link library (dll) extension was then added as the
reference for Visual Basic for executing MATLAB
functions through VB.Net. The code for each part of the
execution is given below.
Initial declarations and Image Processing Module
The declaration of all the variables is first written in the
code editor of Visual Basic’s Windows Forms Application
(.vb file) and the corresponding Comat GUI is created
using Buttons, Labels, PictureBox and OpenFileDialog
from the ToolBox present in the designer page of Visual
Basic environment.
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Figure 1: Workflow behind the implementation of CoMat

The input image can be uploaded by clicking a button
named “Load an Image”. The button calls the
OpenFileDialog control for uploading an image file from
the user specified directory. Once the user uploads an
image, it will appear within the PictureBox in the GUI and

the image location is displayed above the PictureBox using
the Label option. The image file name alone is extracted for
future usage in MATLAB, using the regular expression.
The code for the above mentioned tasks is given below:
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Calling MATLAB functions from VB.Net
The MATLAB functions can be called from VB.Net after
adding reference file (.dll file). The Matlab objects can be
created for accessing the functions and Matlab syntaxes.
The code for calling the MATLAB function named
“pavfun” with three arguments such as the image location,
image file name and the flag variable for processing the

image is written in the VB.Net editor as mentioned below.
The flag variable is either 0 or 1. If the user selects Do
Analysis button, the flag variable will hold the value 0 and
if the user selects Save Analysis button, the flag variable
will hold the value 1. When the user clicks New Analysis
button, the previous outputs will be cleared and the GUI is
ready for the new analysis.

MATLAB MODULES:
The MATLAB function named “pavfun” holds three
arguments such as the path of an image, image file name
and the flag variable. For both 0 and 1 values of flag
variable, the code implements the same process but the
difference comes in saving the output file. If the value is 1,
the output can be saved as an Excel file (.xlsx file) without
displaying the head and tail segmented image. Otherwise, it
will do the analysis and just display the head segmented
image without saving it as an Excel file.

Reading an image file and initial processing:
The image file can be accessed from the location of an
image which is passed as an argument to the function. The
first step is to resize the image file to the default size of
500×500 pixels using the imresize inbuilt function. The
resized image is then converted into a grayscale image
using rgb2gray inbuilt function. Based on the intensity
values the comets are identified, the head region is
segmented and stored as a binary array for further
strategies. The MATLAB code for the above mentioned
tasks is given below:

function [] = pavfun(imip,imname,flag)
A=imread(imip);
A=imresize(A,[500,500]);
A1=rgb2gray(A);
[r,c]=size(A1);
comim=zeros(r,c);
headim=zeros(r,c);
tim=zeros(r,c);
for i=1:r
for j=1:c
if A1(i,j)>48
comim(i,j)=1;
end
if A1(i,j)>120
headim(i,j)=1;
end
if A1(i,j)>43 && A1(i,j)<70
tim(i,j)=1;
end
end
end
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Counting and Labelling the Comets and Head region:
Based on the area of coverage and intensity, the comet
regions and head regions are isolated and the background
artifacts are removed using the inbuilt function called
“bwareopen”. The lower and upper bound threshold values

differ for both comet segmentation and head partitioning.
After segmenting, calculate centroid for each object using
“regionprops” function for labelling them at the center
position.

comLB = 500;
comUB = 7000;
comB3 = xor(bwareaopen(comim,comLB), bwareaopen(comim,comUB));
comboundaries = bwboundaries(comB3,'noholes');
lenbou=length(comboundaries);
headLB = 100;
headUB = 2000;
headB3 = xor(bwareaopen(headim,headLB), bwareaopen(headim,headUB));
headboundaries = bwboundaries(headB3,'noholes');
lenbouh=length(headboundaries);
comstat = regionprops(comB3,'Centroid');
headstat = regionprops(headB3,'Centroid');
if flag==0
figure, imshow(~comB3);title('Labelled comets'); hold on;
for comk = 1 : lenbou
comb = comboundaries{comk};
comc = comstat(comk).Centroid;
plot(comb(:,2),comb(:,1),'r','linewidth',1);
text(comc(1),comc(2),num2str(comk),'backgroundcolor','g');
end
hold off;
figure, imshow(~headB3);title('Labelled Head'); hold on;
for headk = 1 : lenbouh
headb = headboundaries{headk};
headc = headstat(headk).Centroid;
plot(headb(:,2),headb(:,1),'r','linewidth',1);
text(headc(1),headc(2),num2str(headk),'backgroundcolor','g');
end
hold off;
end

3.2.3. Calculating Area and Intensity:
if flag==1
commeanIntensityValue=zeros(1,lenbou);
hmeanIntensityValue=zeros(1,lenbouh);
% objectMeasurements = regionprops(L, comB3, 'all');
for comk = 1 : lenbou
comc = comstat(comk).Centroid;
commeanIntensityValue(comk) = mean2(comc);
end
ca = regionprops(comB3,'Area');
cax=struct2cell(ca);
caxmat=cell2mat(cax);
cmat=caxmat;
comlen= regionprops(comB3,'MajorAxisLength');
comlenx=struct2cell(comlen);
comlenxmat=cell2mat(comlenx);
%To find head information
for headk = 1 : lenbouh
headc = headstat(headk).Centroid;
hmeanIntensityValue(headk) = mean2(headc);
end
ha = regionprops(headB3,'Area');
hax=struct2cell(ha);
haxmat=cell2mat(hax);
hlenx=struct2cell(hlen);
hlen= regionprops(headB3,'MajorAxisLength');
hlenxmat=cell2mat(hlenx);
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Similarly, to calculate area, intensity and major axis length
for each object, use the corresponding properties under the
function called “regionprops”. The “regionprops” function
will return the values in a structure array format, which is
converted into a cell array format using “struct2cell”
function and finally, cell array to a matrix format using
“cell2mat” inbuilt function. The matrix format will be easy
for exporting the calculated values into an Excel sheet.

3.2.4. Exporting into Excel file:
The calculated parameters such as CometArea,
CometIntensity, CometLength, CometDNA, HeadArea,
HeadIntensity, HeadLength, HeadDNA, HeadDNAPercent,
TailArea,
TailIntensity,
TailLength,
TailDNA,
TailDNAPercent, TailMoment are exported into an Excel
file named ‘XXX.xlsx’ where XXX is the file name of the
input image.

Creating .NET Assembly in MATLAB:
After writing the MATLAB function, build .NET
Assembly by creating a ‘test’ class and add the pavfun

function’s m file (pavfun.m) to the test class and click the
Build option located above. It will generate a
test_VB_matlabNative.dll file in the directory.

Figure 2: The added m file for the test class under .NET Assembly window in MATLAB
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RESULTS
Uploading an image file:
Counting and Labelling the Comets and Head region:
The CoMat’s front end for uploading an image file and When the Do Analysis button is clicked, the image file and
displaying the uploaded image in the picturebox is as its location are passed as arguments to the “pavfun”
shown in the given figure. Once the image has been MATLAB function and the processing of image will take
uploaded, the location of the image will be displayed above place. The output of the processed image will be the image
the picturebox which is shown in the figure 3.
file without any gel artifacts which is counted and labelled
for the number of comets and heads present in it as shown
in figure 4.

Figure 3: Uploading and displaying an image file

Figure 4: Counting and labelling the total comets and heads
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Figure 5: Excel file showing the calculated parameters
Calculating parameters and save as an excel file:
If the user clicks the Save Analysis button, it will do the
same task as above but without displaying the processed
images. In addition, it will save the calculated parameters
in an Excel file named as “image_file_name.xlsx”. In the
Excel file, the values will be displayed as shown in figure 5

the number of comets present in the image. CoMat is
capable of quantifying DNA damage in a statistically
unbiased manner.
1)

DISCUSSION
CoMat can handle different types of image formats such as
JPEG, TIFF, BMP and PNG. The tool removed unwanted
gel artifacts and background noises efficiently. CoMat is
capable of analyzing both silver stained and SYBR green
stained images by converting them into grayscale images.
The calculated area and intensity values were stored as a
cell array in MATLAB, which was then exported into an
Excel sheet.

2)

CONCLUSION
CoMat is an accurate and efficient standalone tool for
analyzing DNA damage in a single cell using comet assay
images. The average time required to analyze an image
using the proposed method was 5-10 seconds depending on

7)

3)

4)
5)
6)

8)
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